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«From Real-World Data to Real-World Evidence: Some consideration for practitioners»

Regulatory agencies across the world increasingly consider real-world evidence (RWE) for effectiveness claims in medical product approval and coverage decisions. RWE complements RCT evidence to understand the effectiveness in clinical practice by analyzing large longitudinal healthcare data. In order to support decision makers we need 1) full transparency of study implementation, 2) fit-for-purpose data, 3) causal study designs and analyses, and 4) approaches that facilitate the review of RWE studies. This talk illustrates advances in these areas with empirical examples and recent regulatory developments.

Join the lecture on Thursday, 17 March 2022 at 4:00 pm online on zoom!

Join the lecture on zoom:
https://unibe.ch.zoom.us/j/68780659462?pwd=US84WERRM0VLS2pIWGxRRS8rUE82QT09

(Meeting ID: 687 8065 9462, Passcode: 839857)